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htaccess for subdomains and file directory questio
Posted by r2dterry - 2010/09/11 02:27
_____________________________________

I have not installed JMS yet, 

my question is about the proper settings for htacesss  

I have a joomla installed on my host root  

then I have subdirectories.  

example /namenet 
example /nameorg 
example /namecom 

in the /"root" 

I have htaccess  

will the htaccess control all the subdirectories? or will I need to turn on htaccess from htaccess.txt in
each subdirectory? 

i also have subdomains on the root they seem to preform okay.. 

with rewrite turned on and SEO/URL global settings all to yes.  

with rewrite turned on in global in the subdirectories however, where I want to test JMS, if rewrite is set
to yes, and the htaccess is not on, "name changed" the site will allow me to login the backend, but any
changes log me out.  

I assume this is htaccess, but need to get it right before I install your JMS, hopefully I have explained
myself..  

and hopefully its okay to ask here about this. 
thank you 

tw  

p.s grew up in belguim.. I could use some co dor hazzle nut.. I do miss that. and sugar bread.. and
fondues.. okay a walk down memory lane..sorry

============================================================================

Re: htaccess for subdomains and file directory questio
Posted by edwin2win - 2010/09/11 15:46
_____________________________________

When you have website present in subdirectory, you probably know that the htaccess manage its current
directory and all the subdirectories. 
So yes the setting you will put in the htaccess present in the root may affect the subdirectories. 
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You can also have htaccess present in the subdirectories to provide specific setting. 
So you could change some setting or have specific one in a subdirectory. 

It is possible with the JMS Multisites templates rule to define how to replicate the htaccess and it is also
possible to ask modify the rewritebase parameter according the new domain name. 
In general it is recommended to copy the htaccess to have the possibility to modify its contain. 

Perhaps in your case, you have to put a rewritebase with the subdirectory value.

============================================================================
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